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Imbolc Meditation 
By Rev. Firefay 

 

With the following meditation, celebrate Imbolc in a different way and anywhere at any time even far from 

your altar. 

 

Begin by lighting as many candles as you wish if you have them. Save a few candles to light to represent 

your goals for this year. Otherwise close your eyes and visualize them. 

 

Take 3 deep breaths and allow yourself to find stillness.  

 

Create a circle by visualizing a dome surrounding you. The dome can be as large as you wish but at least 6 

feet across. 

 

The circle is complete. 

 

Now call the quarters by visualizing them. You may visualize them any way you wish (for example columns 

of light, candles, guardian spirits, etc.) You do not need to call the quarters out loud, but you should 

acknowledge each one in turn by order and by visualizing each one.  

 

Once Air, Fire, Water and Earth have been called, you may call the maiden goddess of your choice (often 

Brigid) and if you wish you may call the god in his infant form. Visualize the goddess with the infant god. 

 

Ask the goddess to help you make and honor your goals for this new light half of the year.  

 

For each goal you wish to set, imagine lighting a candle and watching its flame grow bright and strong.  

 

See yourself in the future having accomplished that goal and ask yourself how it makes you feel. If the goal 

you are seeing accomplished is what you truly wish for, ask the goddess to give her blessing that you may 

accomplish your goal. The flame will grow bright and blue with the blessing of the goddess. 

 

If you have other goals light another candle and repeat the process until all your goals have been 

presented. 

 

Once you have finished receiving the goddess’s blessings for your goals, take the time to meditate while 

basking in the candlelight and enjoying the beautiful imagery.  
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Once you feel in peace and confident with the meditation you have just completed, you may dismiss the 

young god, the goddess, then the quarters (earth, water, fire and air) by acknowledging each one in turn 

and thanking them for their help and blessings.  

 

To open the circle, imagine the dome that you made in the beginning slowly fading away.  

 

The circle is now open.  

 

Make sure to clear and release excess energy. 

 

You may wish to let your candles burn out if you lit real ones for your goals.  

 

Feel confident that what you asked for will come to pass because the goddess gave her blessing in the 

realm of spirit and all that she creates in spirit will manifest on the physical plane. 

 

Never forget that as the goddess creates with her thoughts, the god creates with action. The same is true 

for us. You can create anything in your mind and make it as real as you wish it to be. Anything on the 

physical plane you can easily represent on the spiritual plane in your mind through visualization. With 

practice it will seem as real as reality. 
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Valentine With Bella 
By Rev. Bella 

 

 

THE NAUGHTY FIG COCKTAIL WITH CHOCOLATE-COVERED STRAWBERRIES COCKTAIL 

 

 

INGREDIENTS 

• 1 oz. fig vodka 

• 2 oz. 100% pomegranate juice 

• 1/2 oz. triple sec 

 

Combine all ingredients and shake well, then serve  

over ice.  

Top with club soda or lime-flavored seltzer. 

 

 

CHOCOLATE-COVERED STRAWBERRIES 

 

INGREDIENTS 

1 c. of dark chocolate 

1/2 c. of butter 

1 package of strawberries 

or 

1 package of strawberries 

1 package of craft candy melts 

 

 

Wash and dry strawberries. 

Combine 1 cup of dark chocolate with 1/2 cup of butter, then melt over a double boiler and whisk until 

smooth.  

Dip individual strawberries into chocolate, holding it by the stem and setting each one on a sheet pan over 

parchment paper. Chill for 30 minutes and enjoy 
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Gods of the Forge (Mediterranean Basin) 
By Rev. Firefay 

 

At this time of the year, we celebrate Imbolc and the return of the sun. This is a time for new beginnings 

and creation. I would like to take this opportunity to present a few gods of the Forge which represent 

manifestation and creation. There are countless Gods of the Forge; some may be familiar and others 

unknown to most. Manifestation magic being my specialty I decided to research the subject and share with 

you all the different gods of the forge. I’m starting with the Mediterranean Basin because I live in the south 

of France, and it seems fitting to do so. However, this article is only the first in a series that will take us all 

around the globe. Many of these deities are the same with different names since many civilizations, 

adopted, shared, or took over the deities of neighboring civilizations. 

 

Kothar – Canaanite god of smiths, craftsmen, architects, and magical incantations. He was responsible for 

building the palaces of gods and furnishing them. He also furnished the gods with weapons to use in war. 

His forge was believed to be in Crete which is very interesting knowing that Daedalus was supposed to 

have built the labyrinth for King Minos on the island of Crete as well. Many scholars speculate that 

Daedalus may be a Greek name given to a character that is possibly one and the same as the deity Kothar. 

 

Ptah – Egyptian god of craftsmen, architects, magic, and the magic of words. It is believed that Ptah is the 

Egyptian version of Kothar. In other words, they are the same deity with different names. In the time of 

Ptah, the forge was in Memphis instead of Crete. The Egyptians gave the extra power to Ptah of having 

created all things including the other gods with “the word” Sounds a lot like the god of the Old Testament. 

Ptah was a master of magic words meaning everything he created was created with words. He is like the 

primordial goddess in the Wiccan beliefs as he has no creator and gained consciousness himself. Everything 

that exists he created with the power of his mind. 

 

Daedalus – Scholars often wonder is Daedalus was possibly a Minoan deity that the Greeks transformed 

into a simple human inventor. This is not confirmed as little is known about the Minoan pantheon but 

there is a lot of speculation that Daedalus and Kothar are the same god. The Greeks say that Daedalus was 

a demi-god descended from Hephaestus, but it is well known that the Greeks often humanized the gods of 

other civilizations they conquered. Afterall, the minotaur is a Minoan god, as well as Ariadne. Many of the 

tales of King Minos included members of the Minoan pantheon that were portrayed as simple humans or 

monsters. 

 

Hephaestus – Greek god of earth fire as well as volcanoes. He is patron of craftsmen and inventors. He 

created arms and armor for the Greek gods and invented robots called automata. Hephaestus is well 

known by most people who have even lightly studied Greek mythology. When we think pantheons of gods, 

the Greek pantheon is often what comes to light first. This is because there are a lot of texts written about 

the Greek pantheon which was a very powerful and rich civilization at one time. They conquered many less 

powerful civilizations and either transformed the gods of the vanquished into their own or made them 

simple characters in mythological tales.  

 

Vulcan - The Roman equivalent of Hephaestus having all the same qualities. Like most of the Greek and 

Roman gods, they are interchangeable being the same entities with different names. The Greeks and 

Romans lived so tightly together for centuries, warring together, doing business together and even 

speaking politics and science together. There were so many exchanges of territory between them that the 

two pantheons pretty much melted together to create one. 

 

All these gods have very similar qualities and powers. They all come from lands around the Mediterranean 

basin so are likely inspired from one another. It is usually the most powerful civilization who dominates the 
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least powerful and forces their own pantheon upon the people. The lesser-known pantheons like the 

Minoan pantheon of the isle of Crete tend to get swallowed up and forgotten or transformed into simple 

myths involving mortal or semi-mortal individuals. To the Minoans the Minotaur was a god whereas the 

Greeks portrayed him as a monster, product of copulation between a Queen and a bull. It is likely that 

Daedalus was inspired from the Semitic god Kothar while Vulcan and Hephaestus were the same deity. 

Ptah is likely the same entity as Kothar but given even more importance as the primordial deity. In any 

case, whether god, demi-god or mythological hero, they all represent a common archetype that is present 

in pretty much every pantheon around the world. I will present other pantheons in future articles about 

smithing or craftsmen gods. 

 

Sources 

 

https://circodelherreroseries.com/2019/06/19/on-daedalus/ 

https://norlandtellez.com/daedalus-as-archetypal-artist/ 

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0104%3Aalphabetic+lette

r%3DD%3Aentry+group%3D1%3Aentry%3Ddaedalus-bio-1 

http://www.faculty.umb.edu/gary_zabel/Courses/Phil%20281b/Philosophy%20of%20Magic/Primavera/

crafters.html 

https://journal.eahn.org/article/id/7535/ 

https://www.worldhistory.org/trans/fr/1-14758/dedale/ 

https://workingtheflame.com/mythical-blacksmiths/ 

https://www.worldhistory.org/baal/ 

http://bet-ilim.blogspot.com/2012/01/deity-post-kothar.html 

https://mythopedia.com/topics/ptah 
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Crafting with Bella 
By Rev. Bella 

 

 

 

 SELF-LOVE JAR  

 

 

 

 

 

 

INGREDIENTS 

• A jar—plastic or glass, with or without a lid 

• Rose quartz—gentle self-love 

• Garnet—passion 

• Chocolate—can be used as an offering (I like to eat mine and keep my eyes shut, letting it 

melt in a decadent moment to myself.) 

• Matches—fire element 

• Red candle (or whatever colour you’d like that corresponds with what you need)—to light that inner fire. 

• Décor items—red ribbon, rose petals, origami/confetti hearts, glitter, oils, fairy lights. 

• Paper and pen—to write yourself love notes 

 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Put everything in the jar. 

Once you’ve assembled everything to your liking, hold it and visualize your energy and love going into this 

jar. You can say something along the lines of: 

 

”Heart in a jar, just for me, 

self-love at my core, 

my soul ablaze, 

this container is sacred 

and shall never empty.” 

 

After that, write a love note to yourself and pop it in the jar! If you’re ever having a bad day, take a note 

out and read it to yourself. No one has to see what you write here, so feel free to really let loose.  

 

        
My jar 
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Tarot of the Month 

by Lady WolfCiara 

 

 
 

 
 

Nine of Swords 

 

During a war, a man falls to the ground by sword. Another sword hits the serpent of life. 

Meaning: Despair, sadness, failure, negative thoughts, fear, acceptance of the reality, self-realization, 

brilliant ideas. 

 

Prediction for March 2022 

 

For the coming month, we must be alert things around us, and rather take a step back, than a step forward. 

It is a time for patience, and don’t rush into things, without hesitation and thoughts before one do 

anything. 

 

 

Tarotdeck 

 

The Cosmic Tarot by Norbert Lösche 
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Wolfie's Reading Corner 

By Lady WolfCiara 

 

Welcome to the corner for readings and, hopefully, answers to a specific question, or just a reading for 

know what will be happening next month. The readings can be anonymous, and known only to the Herald 

Editor, and myself. To get your reading done, you only have to send in an e- mail to the Herald Editor at  this 

address:  heraldeditor@gmail.com. 

 

I am using a 3-card-spread, and either cards or Runes. You as a Querent, has the opportunity to  choose 

from which one you want me to use.  The different ones, that I am using are: “The fairies oracle by Brian 

Froud”, “Cosmic tarot by Norbert Löche”, Wolf Pack Tarot by Robert Pertho”, “Runes”, and “The Correllian 

Alphabet by Lord Don Lewis, (Cards made by Lady WolfCiara)”, Do include if you want a past-present-future 

reading or, a specific question answered. 

 

This month is the querent: Mooza Lalou! 

 

I'm doing a 3-card-spread and using: ”The Fairies Oracle Deck” by Brian Froud. 

 

Past: 47- Oakmen – Strength, Ancient wisdom, Depth 

Present: 55 – Soulshrinker – Cruelty, Malice, Gossip, Curses, Destruction, Blessings 

Future: 6 – The singer of connection – Spiritual connection, Karma, Balance, Empathy 

 

Conclusion, and prediction is: 

 

Must say, that this was an interesting reading, as in the that it tells me, that you have gone from a very 

good start in the past, but struck bad luck, and are still struggling with all the effect of that one, in the 

present. For the future, I see that you will get back to your past, where everything was going as it should be 

doing. I cannot say that I can sense your direct problem, but it can be due to a marriage that has ended, 

and not have it a great divorce. You, are winning your battle, if you only keep your head up, and still true to 

what your goals are in the long run, 

 

Love and light, hugz and blessings. Take care until next time. Blessed be all of you. 

 

Wolfie 
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Rune of the Month 

By Lady WolfCiara 

 
 
 

 

R – Raido – Thor’s Rune - wolf Rune - LIABILITY 

 

mental/physical travels; right actions and choices; finds out the truth in situations; the flash bri

ngs purification and enlightenment, to both external and internal sense; provide protection; sh

ows that we are on the right path in life; the ability to bring light into the darkness. 

 

Prediction for March 2022 

 

For the coming month, we will embark on travels without, as within. The truth will be there and can be a 

surprise to the riddle one has thought about for a while. One will feel protected during the travels and 

knowing that one is doing it as it should be done. One will also see the end of the tunnel for many projects, 

and hinders that one has had, and still are struggling with. Some silver lining to the cloud is, that it can only 

getting better than it has been in past time. 
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Spell of the Month 

by Lady WolfCiara 

 

New Moon Pregnancy Spell by WolfCiara 

Stuff Needed 

1 White Candle for the Ritual 

1 Picture of the mother and father to be, together 

1 Garnet 

1 Moonstone 

1 Rose Quartz 

1 Clear Quartz 

9 White Candles/T-lights for the baby's protection in the womb 

1 pot with soil 

Some Seeds of poppy 

3 Green Candles for fertility 

3 Yellow Candles for happiness, success 

3 Red Candles for strength, vitality, adding extra energy 

1 Green Apple 

1 Silver thing for the moon 

1 Red Rose for Your Love 

1 Yellow Cloth to have things on. 

1 Glass of Apple Juice 

1 Poem You written Yourself to read 

 

Start by gatherings all things, in front of You. You don't need to be at the Altar, but You can if You wish. As 

long as it is calm and peaceful, around You. Take the Yellow Cloth and unfold it. 

Put on it Your stones, the picture of You and Loved one, the Silver thing, some Poppy seeds and the Red 

rose. Clear and release Yourself. 

 

Light the White Ritual Candle, and take a moment to think about what You want to accomplish, and all Your 

love You put in to it. Then light the Green, Yellow, and Red Candles. See the things on the Cloth, being 

lighted by the flames of the candles. 

 

Affirm: " I undertake this ritual, in my wish and intent that I will give birth to a child between Me, (Your 

Name) and my beloved (Your loved Ones Name). If You, (Your Loved Ones Name), want to join me in my 

ritual, You are more than welcome to stay." 

 

Continue with lighting the 9 White Candles for the baby. 

Take the pot of soil and plant some Poppy seeds which will grow as 

Your baby will grow in Your stomach. 

 

Affirm: "I plant this seeds in Earth, as I will plant a seed of life inside of me. With all my love I give to this 

plant, I also will give to the baby inside me." 

 

Imagine see the plant grow bigger and bigger. Read the Poem while visualizing the plant grow. 
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Affirm: "(The Poem You write to use for this)" 

 

Continue with eating the Apple. The seeds of the Apple You also bury in the pot, with the Poppy seeds. 

Drink some Apple Juice, and take the rest and water Your newly planted seeds. 

Affirm: "This I now have planted and watered will be as prosperous and successful as my intent with this 

ritual is." 

 

Imagine a Silver Star Shining Rain come over You and over the place You have Your Ritual. Feel it and  

embrace it. Feel all the love and energy flowing, swirling, and filling You and Your wish. When feeling ready. 

 

Affirm: " I want this wish fulfilled, with Harm To None. It Is My Will, So Mote It Be." 

Clear and release all excess energy. 

 

Snuff out all the candles and leave over night 

 

When wanting to re-energize and want to connect with baby. Place Cloth with things in front of You and 

light Ritual Candle. 

 

DO NOT forget to water Your seeds. 
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Wolfciara’s Wiccan World 

 

By Lady WolfCiara 

 

Merry meet my fellow Wiccans and Welcome to my little corner of the Wiccan World. 

Another month has passed through, with an express-time. Much has happened, and yet nothing.  

 

Well, I have joined a group on internet for WitchSchool, and is called: “WitchSchool for beginners”, 

and is located on Facebook, and has also a page on Pagan World: 

https://paganworld.ning.com/groups/witch-school-for-beginners/lessons?fbclid=IwAR1dO1T-

e59Ek99xkMH2HHuVki5EXebEA-ngYq7972ffYR2z151i1kv_eGQ .  

 

Will be a class with 365 days lessons and is very informative in my kind of way. They are interesting and teach 

some new things, even for me who is a 3rd Degree Initiate. The class/lessons are  free and for anyone, really. 

It is for beginners, but everyone is welcome… 

 

On the other side, I have had a side-effect of taking my Corona-shots. It was the third one and before I had a 

different brand, so I was rather stumped when hitting with fever-shivering, and felt really crappy the morning 

after, I had taken the shot. Even so, I did feel a little bit awkward already on last Tuesday, but thought not 

much about it then, as I had only reacted with pain on where they had put the injection in on the arm before 

this happened. 

 

Also, I have applied for to be a volunteer for a Swedish organization: HOBS – (Hälsa OBeroende av Storlek) - 

Health regardless of size/weight. They are a non-profit patient organization that works 
with issues related to over-weight and obesity. I will be working with support calls and support chats, so that 

will be nice and new thing to help out with. I’m myself a little bit overweight and can relate to the problems 

they have and are faced with. One will nearly always be dealing with the case of, that you have the weight, 

and therefore you are feeling like you are doing now! There are no problems underlying, because of that all 

is coming from my overweight. 
 
Oh, a fun fact, that I have, is that I am on the last class of all the classes, on WitchSchool. Yes, all the 130 of 

them, and are finishing it off with “Living the Wicca Life”. That is so I can mentor students that take that 

course, as I am already a Mentor for all the Degree classes. Which I love so very much and is so satisfying 

with be guiding them forward into the classes. I haven’t Aced them all, Oh, no, I have flunked many of them, 

although the important ones for the Degree and Mentor classes, I have passed. Some with just a bit too short 

of, a passing grade. I don’t need to take the 1st Degrees in other languages than English, as I already are the 

3rd Degree Wicca, and are working on getting all the Degrees with accompanied classes to pass them, 

translated to Swedish, as this is my birth-language, and I’m born and raised here in Sweden, too. 
 

Take care until next time. Blessed be all of you. Love and light, Hugz and blessings. 

 

WolfCiara 
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The Temple of Contemplation Formal Shrine 
 

The Temple of Contemplation is now offering a monthly “contemplation” for anyone and everyone who 

wishes to partake. We have had some interesting conversations and contemplations over the last few 

weeks since the previous edition of the Herald. If any readers out there would like to contribute or have 

their contemplations published in the next edition, then please feel free to write in – we would love to 

hear from you about all that you have been contemplating!  

Imbolc has passed us by in the Northern hemisphere and we look forward to the light returning to us bit by 

bit and the rest of the year ahead. While in the Southern Hemisphere Lammas and the harvests continue 

as we prepare for the winter months. So what is your focus at this time of the year? What plans are you 

making for the coming light or encroaching dark?  

If you wish to share your thoughts and contemplations with us and have them published in the next edition 

of the Correllian Herald, then please feel free to email them to – heraldeditor@gmail.com  - we would love 

to hear from you! 

This might be the time of the new calendrical new year that you are looking for something new or different 

to discover so why not become an official member of the Temple of Contemplation? To find out more 

information or to request to join the Temple of Contemplation please email 

admin@correlliantradition.co.uk  

 

Also, the Temple of Contemplation holds a monthly online Peace Ritual, as part of the Correllian Global 

Rolling Peace Prayer, on the second Wednesday of every month. All are welcome to attend to help us send 

out peace across the globe. For more information please go here - Peace Page (correlliantradition.co.uk) 

For more information about online rituals go to - Temples Ritual (correlliantradition.co.uk) 

New Year blessings to you all and happy contemplating! 
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The School of Reiki 

 
The School of Reiki now has available places for new students to train in the art of Reiki FREE OF CHARGE 

at the online School - School of Reiki Class Site – you can sign up and start your training today and become 

a reiki Master! For more information visit the school website - School of Reiki – or email 

admin@schoolofreiki.org  

Once again, we give a huge welcome to all of our numerous new students from all of us at the School of 

Reiki. We hope you are settling in well and enjoying your studies and the new journey you are undertaking. 

Many of our completed students are now taking advantage of the amazing benefits of registering with the 

IPHM! We are an IPHM registered trainer and therefore our Students gain certain benefits from being able 

to register with them once they have completed their studies. To find out more please do contact us. 

We would also like to take this opportunity to send our congratulations to the students that have 

completed and passed their level 1 finals this month. Congratulations and good luck as you embark on your 

level 2 studies! Congratulations to you all! We also offer our congratulations to the students that have 

passed their Level 2 Finals and huge congratulations to our new Reiki Masters. We wish you luck with your 

continued studies and your new ventures ahead of your Reiki studies. 

We now have more students registered with the IPHM than ever before and therefore more approved 

therapists and practitioners helping and supporting the Order or Reiki and the Distance Healing Network. 

So is now the right time for you to embark on a reiki journey and start training with the School of Reiki? Or 

maybe you wish to return to your reiki studies and go on to join the Order of Reiki. Or even become an 

approved therapist with the IPHM!  

 
Blessings 

The School of Reiki 

Also just a quick reminder that the Order of Reiki holds an online Reiki Healing Session on the third 

Wednesday of every month Reiki Rituals (orderofreiki.org) and that all students (and our Reiki Teachers!) 

of the School of Reiki are welcome to attend, as well as members and non-members of the Correllian 

Order of Reiki. You do not need to be Reiki trained in order to participate. Feel free to come along and pop 

in and watch. 

The School of Reiki is registered as an IPHM Approved Training Provider 
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Temple of the 8 Festivals Lammas Word Search 

Y G D S V S O B V U V O V P F G W K C G O U D O 

F S F Z S O A V E I X L O R E K J Y P H C J L Y 

O X T L Y O R B H K N X Y D P T U F K U U K O S 

S S Y W W L F E B V M R H N J O D A N T N D G D 

F A F H J S K R E A E L O A F M A S S T K C R S 

J M P X A A E U U W T T E R Z C E E F V W S P Y 

S M W R O R H R O I G P J G W N M Q B E N O L O 

U A Z C O M V L O X T C E N I J X Z Z K R H U M 

M L X R T S F E A T I S U A P T V Z W C Q M G G 

M F S P E N P C S N S T R S V L A A A F U M H C 

E P Y U R D N E N T S G C B E I S F G X W C Z Q 

R W M O N R I A R W Q E S S S I Q Q D C O H Z M 

J I C V O F M C N I M V H I D P R L O R A D U X 

I N D C F O L T E W T G O S Y L O R N H P A S I 

W E C M N Y I O F L K Y Q N A G N D E H B S E P 

W Y Y L K H E N W V P U R F I U O F M B O A L Z 

L X R M Z O N N T E I P Y R C L Q S Z O C N B J 

B T Y B W L R X O R R A A O L S W S U E T H A R 

T C G H Q L V X R H G M P Y R E Q O Q L Q G T O 

K L H O Y Y P E L E G I S Z V E F R A F R U E H 

Y Z P Q C B L M P B A O X M I I Q W D V A L G Q 

A Z S Y P T P B L A C K B E R R Y R U P X O E S 

G T U F W O S O F H L J Z Q I M R O Z G P Q V J 

H C D V V P Q U V V I P F E S T I V A L C V A Q 

    

Apple Cider       Berries       Blackberry       Cinnamon       Cob       Corn       Corn Dolly       Cornflower       

 Cornucopia       Crops       Festival       Fruits       Gold       Grain       Grand       Harvest       Holly       Honey        

Lammas       Loaf mass       Lugh       Lughnasadh       Marigold       Mead       Nuts       Oak       Prosperity        

Sabbat       Sow       Squash       Squirrel       Stores       Summer       Sunflower       Vegetables       Wine     
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Identify the Sigil 
 

The Correllian Tradition has many Temples, Shrines, Orders and Groups, but how many of them do you 

know or know any information about them? Each edition of the Correllian Herald shall feature a brief look 

at a particular Temple, Shrine, or Order, but first you need to identify which one is to be featured!  

Well done to all of you who correctly identified the logo of the Order of the Thurible!  

 

 

Thank you to all those of you who wrote in and sent copies of your coloured logo and below is a new black 

and white logo of a particular Temple, Shrine or Order for you to identify and colour in. Name what this 

logo belongs to - What do you know about this group? And can you colour it in correctly? Answers will be 

featured in the next edition! 

 

If you have a Temple, Shrine, Order or Group and would like it to be featured here then please email 

heraldeditor@gmail.com with your logo and brief overview to be featured in the following edition. 
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The Healing Temple Distance Healing Network 

 

Due to the demise and closure of the beloved Yahoo Groups, The Healing Temple Distance Healing 

Network is now having to start again from scratch. We have a brand new shiny io Group and we are 

currently seeking old members as well as new and additional healers to either join, or re-join, the Distance 

Healing Network to send out greatly required healing to those out there so desperately in need of healing 

energies.  

You are more than welcome to participate in the weekly rituals if you so wish to. We receive many 

requests for healing on a weekly basis and would love more participation in sending that much needed 

healing out; even if it is just by joining our Distance Healing Network and sending out healing when you 

can. 

To join our Distance Healing Network please go to - distancehealingnetwork@groups.io | Home – and 

request to join or email Lady Anna: anna@thehealingtemple.org  

To make requests for healing please go to - Healing Request Form (thehealingtemple.org)  

To join and become a full member of the Healing Temple please go here - Temple Membership 

(thehealingtemple.org) 
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CALLING ALL BARDS! 

The Order of Bards is looking for writers to feature their works in future editions of the Correllian Herald. 

So, if any members of the Order of Bards, or any budding writers in general would like to have their work, 

short stories, poems etc featured then please send your writings to – bards@correlliantradition.co.uk  

PLEASE NOTE: All writings MUST be original, and you MUST be the author of any works submitted. We 

cannot publish any plagiarised or copyrighted works.  

 

We have had a few people ask about book reviews and we hear at the Order of Bards think that is a great 

idea! So if anyone would like to submit a book review then please feel free to email in. And anyone who 

would like their own works published here then please do let us know. 

 

Keep on writing and sending your written works in to bards@correlliantradition.co.uk  
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The Order of Divination – Palmistry  

 
This month the Order of Divination has been thinking about more unknown or lesser used forms of 

divination. So if you use any different forms of divination that you would like to see featured then please 

do let us know. We have had requests come in for some more bibliomancy and palmistry so seeing as it has 

been a while, we’ll have another palm for you to practice interpreting. 

 

 

 

 

What do you make of this?! Please do write in and tell us and let us know if you try this yourself and what 

your results were. 

 

Thank you to all those who wrote in with their thoughts and interpretations last month. Please do let us 

know if you would like to have them published in the next edition of the Correllian Herald. Or if you wish to 

tell us about a particular form of divination or spread, or tarot deck, or rune set or have your own 

interpretations featured then please send them to – heraldeditor@gmail.com   
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Temple of the 8 Festivals Imbolc Word Scramble 

1. ESHTAMTY __________________________________________ 

2. IBGIHRD ___________________________________________ 

3. GBIIDR ____________________________________________ 

4. ELADCN ____________________________________________ 

5. MAACDLESN _________________________________________ 

6. CRSOS _____________________________________________ 

7. DIPCU _____________________________________________ 

8. RAKD ______________________________________________ 

9. FIATLEVS __________________________________________ 

10. HONDGRGUO _________________________________________ 

11. CIOMBL ____________________________________________ 

12. BGMOIL ____________________________________________ 

13. HGITL _____________________________________________ 

14. IEDAMN ____________________________________________ 

15. APN _______________________________________________ 

16. TIRREBH ___________________________________________ 

17. NLAWREE ___________________________________________ 

18. TABSBAT ___________________________________________ 

19. PRNSOWDO __________________________________________ 

20. WENRTI ____________________________________________ 

21. OHUTY _____________________________________________ 

22. DWRENEE ___________________________________________ 
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UK Correllian Temples' online rituals February 2022. 

 

   The Temple of Isis online Egyptian Ritual - http://isis.houseofneteru.com/ 

            Tuesday 1st February - 9pm GMT UK time (4pm EST/1pm PST US time) 

            Online Ritual Room: http://www.chatzy.com/Temples-Ritual-Room 

 

 

  The Temple of the 8 Festivals online Yule Ritual - http://festivaltemple.co.uk/ 

            Wednesday 2nd February - 9pm GMT UK time (4pm EST/1pm PST US time) 

            Online Ritual Room: http://www.chatzy.com/Temples-Ritual-Room 

 

 

  Temple of the Moon online New Moon Esbat - http://darkmoonrising.co.uk/ 

             Thursday 3rd February - 9pm GMT UK time (4pm EST/1pm PST US time) 

             Online Ritual Room: http://www.chatzy.com/Temples-Ritual-Room 

 

 

 

  The Healing Temple online Healing Ritual - http://thehealingtemple.org  

            Friday 4th February - 9pm GMT UK time (4pm EST/1pm PST US time) 

            Online Ritual Room: http://www.chatzy.com/Temples-Ritual-Room 

 

 

  Temple of Contemplation online Peace Ritual - http://contemplation.correlliantradition.co.uk/ 

            Wednesday 9th February - 9pm GMT UK time (4pm EST/1pm PST US time) 

            Online Ritual Room: http://www.chatzy.com/Temples-Ritual-Room 

 

  The Healing Temple online Healing Ritual - http://thehealingtemple.org  

            Friday 11th February - 9pm GMT UK time (5pm EDT/2pm PDT US time) 

            Online Ritual Room: http://www.chatzy.com/Temples-Ritual-Room 

 

 

  Temple of the Moon online Full Moon Esbat - http://darkmoonrising.co.uk/ 

             Tuesday 15th February - 9pm GMT UK time (4pm EST/1pm PST US time) 

             Online Ritual Room: http://www.chatzy.com/Temples-Ritual-Room 

 

  Order of Reiki online Reiki Healing Ritual - http://www.orderofreiki.org/  

            Wednesday 16th February - 9pm GMT UK time (4pm EST/1pm PST US time) 

             Online Ritual Room: http://www.chatzy.com/Temples-Ritual-Room 
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  The Healing Temple online Healing Ritual - http://thehealingtemple.org  

            Friday 18th February - 9pm GMT UK time (4pm EST/1pm PST US time) 

            Online Ritual Room: http://www.chatzy.com/Temples-Ritual-Room 

 

 

  Temple of Gaia online Gaia Healing Rite - http://templeofgaia.co.uk/ 

            Wednesday 23rd February - 9pm GMT UK time (4pm EST/1pm PST US time) 

            Online Ritual Room: http://www.chatzy.com/Temples-Ritual-Room 

 

 

  The Healing Temple online Healing Ritual - http://thehealingtemple.org  

            Friday 25th February - 9pm GMT UK time (4pm EST/1pm PST US time) 

            Online Ritual Room: http://www.chatzy.com/Temples-Ritual-Room 

 

 

  The Temple of Eternal Memorials online Memorial Ritual - http://www.eternalmemorials.org/ 

           Monday 28th February - 9pm GMT UK time (4pm EST/1pm PST US time) 

           Online Ritual Room: http://www.chatzy.com/Temples-Ritual-Room 

 

 

To sign up for the Temples mailing list to receive ritual reminders go here - Mailing List 

(correlliantradition.co.uk) 

To find out more information about Online Rituals please go here 

- http://templesritual.correlliantradition.co.uk/RitualInformation.html 

 

All online rituals are sponsored by the Temple of Sedna and can be found on the Temples Calendar 

- http://templesritual.correlliantradition.co.uk/TemplesCalendar.html 
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Answers to last month’s puzzles – 

 

Order of the Peony Word Search 

E L D M U U D Q H R O P C L G M F L H W U N L F 

F U T L S A T P W Z T E S R O S E Q N G P L E H 

O R I B O V G V Y P T T R P Q G I U W I E A K H 

X U L N B G J P X O L A P R B N R T L B Y C N S 

G E R R L F I Y W J G L K P L T T U E I B D R F 

L O R E Z S B R Y C P X R W U H T U L W S I Q M 

O M J V N D W L A V I D W S B M L O V R W N T S 

V N E S J U X B H M S S F O S B S J K W I S G E 

E Q D B P K R L Y T Q G I Q L B A T L A W R M E 

F A L A S R H P E R A C F O Q A G H T B B W R D 

F P H G A H O M O R F B I G L H Y P P O P S H L 

M L L M Z P Y U L I D O F F A D B R O C K D B I 

I B F A B Y E O T Z V A F Q U Y Q U I L U R D N 

N Q L L N O W O R G X F J I S Q P V F I K E T G 

C G O Q V T Q E L D T Q E I T F C K J L H J H M 

I D W N R K P Z O U M I A X E V F R W I E G T X 

T B E F D C T T K R R D G B U A W F U Y Q J A N 

L L R K M H T W T M L J A E Q G V T E T O J B N 

J J G T T Q G I N A H P F N U S N O W D R O P W 

D P M A E B U T T E R C U P O B K P F D S Y R O 

S N E P G E N Y C W X B W I B S L E Y X G D C Q 

E R S T Z E W Z U Z B X R F U E L O A Z B C U S 

E W V K K Y I T Z O R H K T K F L N O K X I G B 

D T O N E M T E G R O F S M C T V V T M G P V H 

 

 

Bloom       Bluebell       Bouquet       Bud       Bulb       Buttercup Daffodil       Daisy       Flower 

Forget-me-not 

Foxglove       Grow       Marigold       Petal       Plant       Poppy       Prune       Rose       Seed       Seedling 

Snowdrop       Sprout       Stem       Tulip    
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The Temple of Gaia Word Scramble 

1. ATUEYB __Beauty____________________________________ 

2. HSACO __Chaos______________________________________ 

3. RNSUOC __Cronus____________________________________ 

4. AHRET __Earth______________________________________ 

5. YNGREE __Energy____________________________________ 

6. EOSR __Eros________________________________________ 

7. EAAG __Gaea________________________________________ 

8. IGAA __Gaia________________________________________ 

9. GESODSD __Goddess__________________________________ 

10. EGERN __Green______________________________________ 

11. DHAES __Hades______________________________________ 

12. RHYMNOA __Harmony__________________________________ 

13. ENHAILG __Healing__________________________________ 

14. IILVNG __Living____________________________________ 

15. EOMHRT __Mother____________________________________ 

16. AEECP __Peace______________________________________ 

17. NOUPTS __Pontus____________________________________ 

18. SASENOS __Seasons__________________________________ 

19. YSK __Sky__________________________________________ 

20. AARURTST __Tartarus________________________________ 

21. TIANTS __Titans____________________________________ 

22. NITAYLIURTQ __Tranquility__________________________ 

23. RVIESUNE __Universe________________________________ 

24. AUSURN __Uranus____________________________________ 
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The Temple of Isis Crossword 
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Across 

3. English translation of 'Stella Maris' 

7. Representation of Isis' powers of regeneration 

8. Name of the father of Isis 

12. Number of deities in the Ennead 

14. Musical instrument often associated with Isis 

15. Latin name for Isis 

Down 

1. The Egyptian Book of the________ 

2. Sister of Isis 

4. Name of the mother of Isis 

5. God of the Underworld 

6. Husband of Isis 

9. Name of the son of Isis 

10. Greek name for Isis 

11. Roman name for Isis 

13. River that runs through Egypt 
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Chartered Bodies of the Correllian Tradition 

NEW 

Order of Yggdrasil  

Purpose of this order is to study and learn about all aspects of The Northern Traditions 

 

Keeper: Rev.  Joanne Williams 

Contact: earthstar.uk@yahoo.com 

Co-Keeper: Rev. Jared Houston Crow HP 

Contact: templehead@celticcrowtemple.org 

 

A list of current Orders may be found HERE: http://correllian.weebly.com/orders.html 

 

Witan Shrines are the first level of the Temple-Making Process. Witan Shrines are created by Charter of 

the Tradition and may progress to Full Temple status over the course of several years or remain at Witan 

Shrine status indefinitely. 

A list of current Witan Shrines may be found HERE: http://correllian.weebly.com/witan-shrines.html  

 

Proto-Temples are groups which have progressed beyond the status of Shrines and are on their way to 

becoming Full Temples but have not yet achieved that status.  

A list of current Proto-Temples may be found HERE: http://correllian.weebly.com/proto-temples.html  

 

Full Temples of the Correllian Tradition have completed the Temple-Making Process and, if headed by a 

Third Degree, have representation on the Witan Council. A Full Temple can perform all of the functions of a 

Temple and may in some cases have multiple branches.  

A list of current Temples may be found HERE: http://correllian.weebly.com/temples.html  

 

Formal Shrines are Shrines that are dedicated to specific activities of a limited nature. Formal Shrines may 

exist as an aspect of a larger group or may stand alone in their own right.  

A list of current Formal Shrines may be found HERE: http://correllian.weebly.com/formal-shrines.html  

 

Personal Shrines are an aspect of an individual Correllian member's personal piety and are not bodies of 

the Tradition as such. Personal Shrines exist wholly at the discretion of the member, however the Tradition 

does acknowledge them upon request.  

A list of current Personal Shrines may be found HERE: http://correllian.weebly.com/personal-shrines.html  

 

Orders are associations within the Tradition dedicated to specific skills, tasks, or interests. This sort of 

Order is not to be confused with the Meritorious Orders which are awarded in recognition of service.  

A list of current Orders may be found HERE: http://correllian.weebly.com/orders.html  

 

Houses of Contemplation are established to facilitate the temporary or permanent practice of the 

contemplative religious life. Depending upon the rules of the specific House of Contemplation guests may 

come for spiritual retreats of designated length, or to pursue a life of permanent contemplation in the 

manner of a Monastery. 

A list of current Houses of Contemplation may be found HERE: http://correllian.weebly.com/houses-of-

contemplation.html  

 

For information on how to start a Shrine, Order or Correllian Study Group or for an application form contact the 

Witan Herald: witanherald@gmail.com  
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Membership Groups 

Outer Court Department 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/265398186909862  

This is a social group for all the members of the Outer Court of the Correllian Tradition. Feel 

free to share, discuss, and enjoy with all our wonderful Correllian family around the Globe! 

 

Correllian Membership Hub 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/CorrellianMembershipGroups  

Correllian membership group for all Correllian members 

Correllian Clergy 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/CorrellianClergy  

Group for all members of Correllian Clergy 

 

Witan Herald's Office 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/WitanHeraldOffice  

This is where general membership and clergy may directly contact the Witan Herald 

 

Correllian Herald - Newsletter 

www.facebook.com/groups/correllianherald/ 

Correllian Herald Publication Group. This group is for the distribution of the Correllian 

Herald Newsletter. 

 

Correllian Prayers 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/2112247592362824    

To provide a supportive venue where all Correllians, friends and family may post prayer 

requests. 

 

Correllian Elder’s Office 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/133563646851853  

This Facebook group is for ALL TRADITION members to enter and submit a comment. 

 

The Correllian Temples, Shines, Groups and Project Keepers 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1508370089410767  

The Correllian Temples, Shines, Groups and Project Keepers is a place for all Third Degrees, 

Second Degrees, First Degrees, Temple Heads, Shrine Heads, Group Heads, and Project 

Keepers. Purpose: is so that all groups can share open communication with each other. 

Giving each other support and encouragement. As well as hopefully, work on collective 

projects from time to time. 
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Herald Adverts & Articles 

 

Disclaimer: Any views expressed within any articles in this publication are not necessarily the views of the 

Correllian Tradition the Correllian Herald Publication or the Correllian Herald Editor and staff.  Any groups 

advertised within the Herald, which are not part of or affiliated to the Tradition, are not endorsed by the 

Tradition. 

 

 

 

Writers:  

Firefay - France 

Rev. Bella - Denmark 

Lady Wolfciara – Sweden  

Rev. Equinox Silvermoon - UK 

Editor Lady Anna - UK 

 

 

Send your adverts, articles and inclusions to:  heraldeditor@gmail.com 

If you would like to write articles or be an online reporter for the Herald, please contact the Herald editor: 

heraldeditor@gmail.com 

 

The Correllian Herald is a monthly publication issued on the first Monday of the month. 

© Correllian Herald Publications Established 2007 


